Comparison Practice

A. Fill in the blanks with “like” or “alike.”

1. Seattle and London are ______________________.

2. German is a little ____________________ English.

3. English and Japanese are not ____________________.

4. My brother and my sister are ______________ because they are twins.

B. Comparisons

Fill in the blanks with the correct words.

1. (cold)   Siberia is ________________________ California.

2. (easy)   Grammar is _________________ of all my classes.

3. (beautiful)  Julia Roberts is _______________ Madonna.

4. (sweet)   Candy is _________________ vegetables.

5. (old)   Who is _________________________ person in the room?

6. (smart)  Was Einstein ________________________ Newton?

7. (fast)   A computer is ________________________ a calculator.

8. (funny)  Who is _________________________ person in the class.

9. (bad)   Is smoking __________________________ alcohol?

10. (handsome)  Is Arnold Schwarzenegger ______________ Sylvester Stallone?

C. Compare the pictures

Use **beautiful** or **ugly**:

1. (as…as)

2. (the…-est)

3. (-er…than)